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INTRODUCTION
Community Life Engagement refers
to how people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities (IDD) access
and participate in their communities
outside of employment as part of
a meaningful day. (See “What Is
Community Life Engagement?” in
the box on page 3.) The Community
Life Engagement team has been
conducting research to identify the
elements of high-quality Community
Life Engagement (CLE) supports.
We have created a series of four
Engage Briefs to examine the
guideposts in detail.

Guidepost 1:
Individualize supports for each person.

Guidepost 2:

WHERE THIS INFORMATION CAME FROM
The information in this series of briefs came from two sources: expert interviews and case studies.
EXPERT INTERVIEWS
A series of 45- to 90-minute semi-structured telephone interviews with experts in the field of
Community Life Engagement were conducted. Thirteen experts were chosen based on their level
of expertise and diversity of perspectives. They included researchers, state and local policymakers,
service provider administrators, self-advocates with IDD, and family members. Topics covered
included the goals of Community Life Engagement, evidence of effective implementation of CLE,
barriers encountered and strategies used, and the role of CLE as a support to other outcomes,
including employment.
CASE STUDIES
Case studies of three service providers with a focus on high-quality Community Life Engagement
supports were also conducted. The three service providers were selected from 38 initial nominees
based on a number of factors, including number of individuals served, geographic location, quality of
CLE services, and interest in participating in the research study. Across the three locations, the project
team interviewed a total of 51 individuals: 23 provider administrators, managers, and direct support
staff; 7 community partners; 16 individuals with IDD; and 5 family members.
SITE VISITS WERE CONDUCTED AT THREE LOCATIONS:
WorkLink, a small San Francisco-based provider of day and employment supports to 38 individuals
LOQW, a larger provider of day and employment supports (600 individuals served) located in
Northeast Missouri

Promote community membership and
contribution.

KFI, a Maine-based provider of residential, day, and employment supports to 66 individuals

Guidepost 3:

INDIVIDUALIZE SUPPORTS FOR EACH PERSON

Use human and social capital to decrease
dependence on paid supports.

Guidepost 4:
Ensure that supports are outcome-oriented
and regularly monitored.
In addition to further description of the
guidepost, we present examples of how
this guidepost is being implemented by
service providers. These examples are
drawn from expert interviews and from
case studies of exemplary providers of
CLE supports.
»»

Individualized supports were viewed by all interviewees as the
central tenet to providing the highest quality Community Life
Engagement to each person. As one parent stated: “First and
foremost, I think anything you do for an individual has got to be
individualized to them and their needs and their community…You
always want to start with what the person is interested in.”
Individualization of supports:
»» starts with understanding personal preferences,
goals, interests, and skills
»» emphasizes person-centered planning and discovery, and
»» requires creative staffing, intentional grouping, and at times
generating additional funding.
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Start with an understanding of personal
preferences, goals, interests, and skills
“It’s not a written policy, but it’s part of our
orientation and our culture. It’s that everything
is individualized. Everything is identified by
the person and the settings that they want to
be in.”
Individualization of CLE supports usually started
from first contact with the individual. Interviewees
described a process of sitting down with the
individual (and often their family) to better
understand who the person is, their likes and dislikes,
and their visions and plans for themselves. This was
an opportunity to listen and discuss how the provider
can best serve their needs. As one parent recounted:
“When we initially met with the people here,
they asked (her) a lot of questions about what
she liked and seemed to really listen to that,
what she didn’t like. She’s very vocal about
what she likes and doesn’t like. And it was nice
to have somebody listen... And yet be willing
to push her sometimes a little bit out of her
comfort zone because that also sometimes,
with her, needs to be done to try something
new. And then if she didn’t like it, you come
back and talk about it. “
Individualizing supports aimed to put the individual
in situations they chose to be in, and in situations
where they felt comfortable and could thrive. By
customizing supports to each individual, providers
avoided “programming” or, as one interviewee put it,
“stuff(ing) people into activities.”
It’s also important to remember that individual
preferences, interests, and skill sets change and evolve
over time, so the need to keep asking and observing is
paramount. As a result, the activities that an individual
participates in should evolve as well.

Emphasize person-centered planning and
discovery
Person-centered planning, Discovery, and other
formal or informal planning processes help develop
the individual’s goals and interests into activities that
will eventually comprise daily and weekly schedules
while still maintaining their personal choices. Many

individuals can have the same goal, but how they
accomplish each goal should be tailored to the
individual. Maintaining a commitment to one’s goals
is considered important. As one direct support
professional said,
“And if we’re halfway through the year and
we’re seeing maybe a goal isn’t going well…
say we have a consumer that has an exercise
goal …we try and convince them, “Your service
coordinator really wants you to go. I mean this
is one of your goals. Are you sure?” “No, I don’t
want to do that.” [So] we try and make it fun,
“Well, how about instead of working out at the
Y, let’s just go for a walk at the lake.” Or…”Hey,
you want to go play basketball?”
One provider manager recommended that, for
truly individualized results, the discovery process
take place in the individual’s home instead of the
provider’s office:
“It’s just an extension and an increase of a
discovery that we used to do anyway here,
but just more directed and has a structure...
And it does help us even to look at places
and look at things that we might not have
taken into consideration, because it gives you
direct tools….And you might not know that
in their home they have all this stuff they’re
very interested in that doesn’t come out
somewhere else. “
High quality person-centered planning and discovery
and the gradual development of a CLE plan should
first and foremost be based around an individual’s
interests. As one parent explained, “You always want
to start with what the person is interested in. If the
person is interested in animals, go into animals.
If the person’s interested in photography, go to a
local photography club and regularly attend their
meetings.”
As interests reveal themselves and goals toward
CLE begin to be developed, the individual can be
introduced to opportunities and experiences that
may be outside of their comfort zone. This can foster
life skills or act as career exploration, as described by
a provider manager:
“We do outreach to the volunteer sites… and
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we base it off of our client’s interests. Not
only their recreational interests but also if
they’re interested in... learning a certain skill
or... data entry or maybe somebody wants
to learn how to cook or something. We try
to really ask them what their interests are.”
Sometimes an activity builds upon already
discovered interests. At the same site, a direct
support professional described how an individual’s
interest in his Jewish heritage led to a new level of
engagement:
“One of the clients in the program, his
mother’s Jewish, and he’s very aware of
his heritage …[and] we just restarted our
connection to the Jewish Contemporary
Museum. And as soon as he heard that.. he
wanted to do it...”

Consider creative staffing, intentional
grouping, and generating supplemental
funding
A common challenge is individualizing supports
with limited resources. Some described strategies
for managing staffing through creative approaches
to grouping and scheduling individuals, re-defining
staff roles, and finding and using funding. Each
case study site had a slightly different approach
and focus, but all were aimed at the same goal of
maximizing individualization.
Creative staffing
One case study site focused on 1:1 support from
a specific staff member, as one direct support
professional explained,
“We try and keep it at one on one. I mean we try
and keep it to where they have one staff person
that they are familiar with and comfortable with
and come to rely on a little bit.”
While staff hours and individual’s funding sources
and support needs occasionally made 1:1 prohibitive,
staff-wide collaboration across all departments
ensured familiarity with the individual so that their
supports remained individualized.
Another case study site offered individualized
supports by having three to four staff members
work with one individual throughout the course of

WHAT IS COMMUNITY LIFE ENGAGEMENT?
Community Life Engagement refers to supporting people with
intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD) to access and
participate in their communities outside of employment as part
of a meaningful day. It is also referred to as Community-Based
Non-Work, wraparound supports, holistic supports, or community
integration services.
Community Life Engagement activities may include volunteer
work; postsecondary, adult, or continuing education; accessing
community facilities such as a local library, gym, or recreation
center; participation in retirement or senior activities; and
anything else people with and without disabilities do in their
off-work time.
Such activities may support career exploration for those not yet
working or between jobs, supplement employment hours for
those who are working part-time, or serve as a retirement option
for older adults with IDD.
the week based on the individual’s schedule. Rather
than each staff member having a specialty, staff
members were trained to support the individual
in multiple roles from employment to non-work
activities. Balancing these ever-changing schedules
required collaboration and frequent communication
in order to make sure individualized supports are
maintained, as described by a manager at that site:
“I do all the schedules, and our schedule is
color coded, if you can imagine nine staff
and I believe 15 people that we support on a
day to day basis. … I always call it a Rubik’s
cube, so when you shift something everything
else has to take that into account. And so it’s
tremendously challenging because it’s not a
9:00 to 2:00… And so a staff person might
be supporting you for a couple hours … and
then might be supporting two people together
throughout the day. They might have a fourand-a-half hour day or they might have a tenand-a-half-hour day.”
And due to funding limitations, the third case study
site supported individuals in groups led by one staff
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member. In order to keep supports individualized,
however, these groups were organized based
around the interests of the individual and their
schedules, as described in the next section.
Intentional Grouping
Purposeful grouping to individualize supports
despite group staffing ratios was a strategy many
interviewees discussed. Providers attempted to
group individuals based on shared interests or
friendships, as described by a provider agency
administrator:
“So we have white boards around the
office, where people say, “I want to learn
to knit.” So we’ll put knitting up there and
we’ll put the one person that wants to learn
to knit. And then if someone else comes
along and someone else, when we have
a critical mass, we then go research that
opportunity and find it in the community.”
Similarly, a direct support provider said,
“When we have another staff that’s out doing
the same [activity], we really try and meet
up and do something together because,
[many whom we support] have been lifelong
friends... So we try to utilize the time we have
together as well as possible.”
While focusing on individual interests should be
paramount, a provider manager spoke to the need
for occasional compromise.
“Sometimes with the scheduling we’ve had
to ask them to like compromise a little bit,
but, for the most part, we want them to
be doing what they want to do. And, yeah,
I would say, for the most part, they really
speak their minds and then we change
their schedules accordingly. There is some
need for us to maintain the schedules
consistently because it gives us a better
opportunity to work on those skills, but
if they really hated something we would
never make them go just because that’s
what the group is doing that day.”

Generate Supplemental Funding
Maintaining individualization with limited funds for
staff was another common problem addressed by
providers. Two of the case study sites found creative
methods to bring in new funds, such as using direct
service staff to offer trainings or technical assistance
to other providers looking to expand communitybased supports. Said one administrator,
“We’re trying to look at how else can we
bring funding in, and a lot of what we are
trying to do is through our training contracts
and utilizing the staff that’s doing the direct
service here to do training and to use that to
subsidize the fee for service rate, because it
just isn’t covering it.”
To offset limited direct funds, one provider
employed a strategy that braids funds.
Developmental disability services funds were
used to facilitate job exploration and skill building.
Upon placement in a job, the provider then
used vocational rehabilitation funds to offer job
coaching. Day service hours gradually decreased as
employment hours increased.
This strategy was approved by the regional
developmental disability office, which saw cost
savings from the provider absorbing the day
support hours (with the idea that they will decrease
as the individual becomes more independent) and
using vocational rehabilitation funds to support
employment. The strategy allowed staff to maintain
their specialties, said an administrator:
“So the community instructors, we don’t
pull them to job coach because that would
involve scrambling these groups and we
don’t want to do that, so the group day
stuff is like set in stone and community
instructors really focus on that element. And
then our employment services people…do all
of the work-related stuff.”
Another provider relied on a Medicaid program
where provider boards and the Department
of Mental Health match 40% of Medicaid’s
contribution. For a $2,000 outlay, the provider
then has access to $12,000 worth of preventative,
community-integration services.
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“It’s not a written policy, but
it’s part of our orientation
and our culture. It’s that
everything is individualized.
Everything is identified by the
person and the settings that
they want to be in.”
But even the $12,000 sometimes proves not enough.
This provider also used small grants from countybased boards to supplement waiver funds for
community integration services. These grants are
given with no required designation, so the provider
can use the funds for non-covered Medicaid services
such as employment follow-along or for those who
are not waiver-eligible.
This patchwork funding was part of the current
financial reality facing the state in which this provider
operates, making the need for early community
integration all the more immediate. According to the
agency director:
“…as you know, money is very, very tight…
it used to be you’d make someone eligible,
and you’d start throwing services at them.
Now the philosophy is, you make somebody
eligible, and you start helping them figure
out how to do things on their own, without
support, without paid support.”
However, most staff were committed to serving
individuals with disabilities and understood the
financial stress the provider was under. Said one
direct support professional,
“You can spend a lot of time in a day doing
stuff for people that you’re not getting paid
for… But our agency… we’re focused on what
the person needs. I mean, as long as it’s
realistic. If we have to drive across town to
go do this [with] them or take them here or
to get a resource, we’re going to do in 99
out of 100 times. We’re not going to leave a
person hanging.”

WHAT’S NEXT?
This brief is part of a series of four, each expanding
on one of the four Guideposts for Community Life
Engagement. These briefs serve as a core element
of the Community Life Engagement toolkit for states
and service providers. The toolkit provides further
guidance on how to design, conduct, regulate, and
measure quality Community Life Engagement. For
more information on the toolkit, please contact
Jennifer Sulewski at the information provided.

Community Life Engagement is a project of ThinkWork! at
the Institute for Community Inclusion at UMass Boston.
ThinkWork! is a resource portal offering data, personal stories,
and tools related to improving employment outcomes for
people with intellectual and developmental disabilities.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Jennifer Sullivan Sulewski
Research Associate
Institute for Community Inclusion/UMass Boston
100 Morrissey Blvd. | Boston, MA 02125
(617) 287-4356 | jennifer.sulewski@umb.edu
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and Rehabilitation Research, US Department of Health and
Human Services, Field-Initiated Program, under grant #90IF0075.

www.CommunityLifeEngagement.org
www.ThinkWork.org
www.CommunityInclusion.org
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